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 538 days agoIt was a move that many thought would be the end of the Denver Nuggets, but their young team has a bright future
and the NBA has seen that before. Now, with their run at the playoffs nearly complete and only the Miami Heat between

themselves and the Western Conference Finals, there is no question about the Nuggets future in the league. After a disastrous
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2012-2013 season where they were handed the 4th pick in the NBA Draft, the Nuggets were positioned perfectly to make a
move like this. The draft was full of young players and Denver had a solid draft pedigree. The Nuggets had the No. 1 selection,

meaning that they would get a draft lottery bonus of the number four pick, which is the fourth pick in the lottery. However,
because of their poor record and position the Nuggets would fall to the No. 12 selection. They would pick at that position with
the 4th pick. Nuggets owner Stan Kroenke made a rather bold move to ensure his team a young team with size that fits into his
team and structure. He traded his 15th and 26th picks in the 2014 NBA Draft to the Portland Trail Blazers for All-Star forward
LaMarcus Aldridge. Aldridge was 28 years old and had three years remaining on his contract. Denver dealt their No. 15 pick in

the 2014 NBA Draft for the 26th overall pick in the 2014 Draft. Aldridge was young and cheap with the Blazers, but Denver
needed size and the ability to defend. Denver had to move their 22nd pick in the 2014 NBA Draft, a stretch forward named

Thomas Robinson, because of the picks involved in the Aldridge trade. Robinson was the first overall pick in the Draft in 2012,
but Denver felt that the addition of Aldridge to the front court gave them the edge they needed. Robinson was on a rookie

contract and had one year remaining on his contract. Robinson started the season as the starting power forward and played over
20 minutes per game. On December 14th, he sustained a back injury that ended his season prematurely. The Nuggets ended the
season with a record of 38-44 and finished with the third worst record in the NBA. The Draft The Nuggets will have to make
use of the Aldridge trade, but that didn’t happen right away. This year’s Draft was full of talent. Denver got some of the best

guards in the Draft in Marcus Smart and Shabazz Muhammad and 82157476af
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